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James Isom an inmate in the custody of the Louisiana Department of Public

Safety and Corrections DPSC at a facility with a private prison contractor custodian

appeals the summary dismissal of his lawsuit without prejudice based on a lack of

subject matter jurisdiction by the district court

In his petition styled as an Emergency Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus and

Order for Habeas Corpus Ad Testificandum the inmate claimed that this type of

action could be used to contest the DPSCs continuous refusal to restore good time that

had been deemed to have been forfeited in connection with a disciplinary action He

essentially alleged his good time had been improperly taken without authoriry by a

private prison contractor in violation of the requirements of LSARS3918005

The commissionersscreening report recognized that the inmate fled a claim for

habeas relief rather than seeking judicial review by the district court of an adverse

decision by the DPSC or a contractor operating a private prison facility rendered

pursuant to available administrative remedy procedures See LSARS 151177 1178

and 1188 Since the inmates complaint challenged the validity of a disciplinary action

the commissioner found that it should have been raised through the disciplinary board

appeal process Based on the inmates failure to exhaust required administrative

remedies the commissioner concluded that the district court lacked subject matter

jurisdiction to consider the inmates claim See LSARS 151171 et seq The district

court adopted the written recommendation of the commissioner and dismissed the

inmatespetition without prejudice

After a thorough review of the record and relevant law and jurisprudence we

find that the district courts reasons for judgment as set forth in the commissioners

recommendation adequately explain the decision As the issue involves no more than

an application of wellsettled rules to a recurring fact situation we affirm the judgment

See LSARS 151171 and 1172 Armant v Wilkerson 082287 a App lst Cir 5809 13 So3d
621 Singleton v Wilkinson 060637 La App lst Cir21407 959 SoZd 969 Pursuant to LSARS
151172Cif an administrative remedy process is not completed at the time the petition is filed the suit
shall be dismissed without prejudice Where an inmate faiis to exhaust available administrative remedies
the district court and the appellate court lack subject matter jurisdiction to review the claim See Lewis v
Roaers OS1138 a App lst Cir6906 938 So2d 1025 1026
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in accordance with URCA Rule2162A12 4 5 6 7 and 8 All costs of

this appeal are assessed against the inmateappellant

AFFIRMED

Z Although the inmatessuit was brought in forma pauperis the costs of an unsuccessful appeal may be
assessed against him See Hull v Stalder 002730 La App lst Cir 21502 S08 SoZd 829 833 n3
see also LSACCPart 5188
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